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Letter from the Editor
ERICA JONES

I hope the guild members will accept my

deepest apologies. We have all faced many

challenges in the last year. The Guild has done a

stellar job in facing and adapting to those

challenges.

I have done my best to personally deal with the

various challenges in my personal life. This has

meant that this newsletter was not complete

until now.

I appreciate your patience. I would like to

especially thank those who have submitted

items for publication here and their patience

with me as I worked to get this out. We have a

wonderful tribute to Doreen, which I know will

be near and dear to your hearts.

If you sent me an article for publication and it

does not appear here. I would greatly

appreciate you kindly resending it and I will add

it in.

Best wishes and stay safe,

Erica
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Mollie’s way of teaching was very much influenced by the studio craft

movement of the time. She had studied in Ethel Mairet’s workshop in

Ditchling, creating unique work that could only ever be handspun,

hand-dyed and handwoven, with that sensitivity to yarn, colour,

handle, texture and proportion that comes from a close connection

with primary materials.  Doreen stayed on for 2 years at Paignton

with Mollie, and then gained a place at the Central School of Art &

Design in London to take her National Diploma in Design. Here she

learned to design for industry on Jacquard and power-looms, but she

didn’t enjoy this approach to textile design, so removed from the

philosophy of handmade work, and returned to handweaving for the

rest of her life. 
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Doreen
Sanders 1930 – 2020

DOREEN CUTS THE CAKE AT THE GUILD’S 30TH BIRTHDAY, JANUARY 2011

Born in 1930 in Kent, and soon
moving to Devon, Doreen thought
she would
take up a career in occupational
therapy, as that appealed to her
desire to work with people. But in
what we would now call a gap year,
she took a ‘Foundation course’
course at Paignton School of Art
where she was taught to weave by a
truly inspiring tutor, Mollie
Sutcliffe.



Doreen and her husband John lived in a flat above the Institute of

Welding in Prince’s Gate (her husband John was a driving force behind

the Institute) and one of her early commissions, in 1966 or so, was for

an exhibition of the work of the Institute at the Science Museum for

which Doreen wove fabric using various shades of greys, grey-greens

and metallic thread to represent metal, which were made up into

large curtains to cover a door. 

In London, Doreen was invited to teach adult education classes at Bolt

Court, off Fleet Street. The centre is London’s oldest adult

education centre, now called City Lit and situated in Covent Garden.

Doreen felt it was because she had already collected up a good

portfolio of weave samples, which showed her versatility in

technique, and ability to communicate her craft via this hands-on

approach, that she was appointed.

When the Welding Institute (as it was renamed) relocated to

Abingdon, they bought Pippin Cottage at Woodditton in Suffolk. The

cottage had large gardens which Doreen planted up so beautifully that

professional photographers regularly came to capture model plants

and borders for magazines and other horticultural publications,

gardening represented another string to Doreen’s artistic bow. 

She and John lived a symbiotic life, each of them involved in and

enhancing each other’s work. Much later, in January 1981, she and

her weaving students set up the Cambridgeshire Guild of Weavers,

Spinners & Dyers, meeting at the Tech (now Anglia Ruskin

University) with the industrial weave designer Marianne Straub as

president, and tapestry weaver Alec Pearson giving the inaugural talk

on his work. John was totally supportive of the Guild, and its first

Secretary.
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From the 1970s, Doreen exhibited with the Suffolk Craft Society, and

annually at Hatfield House Craft Fair. She also taught adult

education weaving classes at the Country Centre on Huntingdon Road

(now the Felix Hotel). Some of our current Guild members were taught

by her at the Country Centre and became lifelong friends. She retired

from teaching in 2005. 

She also hosted the Guild’s Weave Study Group in her Woodditton

studio, where we trialled various weaving techniques on our own looms

at home, and met up to discuss technical details in our sampling, the

pros and cons of the technique employed, our colour choices, and what

we could do to make the design better. We would all then return home

to complete our weaving to a higher standard with each other’s, and

importantly Doreen’s advice, in mind. It was such a valuable learning

experience. We applied for and received a Heritage Lottery grant, and

produced the publication Weave! a booklet of weave designs showing

samples from the study group members. Thanks to the grant, the Guild

was able to donate a copy to every art school weave department in the

UK for free. In 1990 or so she took up patchwork with Diana Ridsdill-

Smith at her house in

Swaffham Bulbeck, and also stained glass. Her design aesthetic

carried through to these new crafts and to her garden, and

compliments her weaving perfectly. She also bought a lot of work from

local artists, and the whole atmosphere in the houses she and John lived

in is colourful, creative and welcoming.

In 2003 Doreen and her husband, John, moved from Woodditton, where

she had a decent sized studio that accommodated two looms, and a

large work table, to a house in Ely that used to be a pub. She also

became President of the Guild at that time. Every room in the house has

one or more of Doreen’s weavings on the walls and her rugs on the 
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floors. Here she hosted her tapestry group every fortnight until very

recently. She and John would spend weekends with their son and

daughter-in-law, Adrian and Heather, in a cottage that was part of

their pub in Norfolk. Adrian and Heather came to live with and look

after Doreen in her last few months, in the surroundings that meant

so much to her.

Doreen will always be remembered for her warmth and creativity, and

her skill as a teacher and designer of weaving, spinning and dyeing. Her

talent was also in inspiring others to create good work, and getting

us all together for the outstandingly good triennial Guild

exhibitions. Like many people with a clear personal aesthetic, she

was particular. She had an undeniably strong style, high standard,

and an individual outlook. Sadly, many newer Guild members never met

Doreen. For the last few years she had been caring for her husband,

John, who died in 2018, and no sooner than she overcame that loss she

developed cancer, and again was housebound. In her own words she

had a very fulfilled life. It may be a cliché to say that she will be

sorely missed, but it’s true.
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DOREEN SANDERS’ WORK AT HANGING BY A THREAD, GRANTCHESTER VILLAGE
HALL, 2013



Ashford HQ

As many of you know we have recently

been on another trip to New

Zealand. 

I thought Ashford were in the middle of

nowhere on North Island. How

wrong I was! Just off the main road

south of Christchurch is Ashburton and

‘Ashford Village’ is easy to see.

Next to the factory are various ‘vintage’

shops, a wonderful café and the Ashford

store itself. It is marketed as an

'experience’ and coach parties are

welcome!

We were there on a sunny Sunday

morning and I had a lovely time

pootering about in the shop.

I have an 8 shaft Ashford table loom and

learnt to weave on an Ashford

4 shaft. It was wonderful to see the

home of this iconic brand.

New Zealand is amazing but you need a

lot of time, energy and money to do

it justice. We drove 3,400Km in the

camper van over the 4 weeks so we

have come home for a rest.

Sue W
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CGWSD - Hanging by a Thread
INFORMATION SHEET

NAME Doreen Sanders

TITLE Retropsective Exhibition

Doreen studied textiles at the Central School of Art & Design. She founded the Guild in 1981 with a
group of students who she taught at the Cambridgeshire County Council Adult Education ‘Country
Centre’ from the 1970s onwards and later at the Brickworks Adult Education Centre, Manor
Community College.

Although weaving is her first love, Doreen also designs and makes patchworks. Seen together
these various textiles show her individual approach to colour, texture, technique and
craftsmanship. She values each of these attributes as independently important, whilst at the same
time dependent on each other in the way they combine and inform the end product.



Quilts

Patchwork

Patchwork/appliquè/quilt



Tapestries

Forest Glade

French landscape Standing Stones



Open weave tapestries

Seascape Scottish landscape

Hangings - doubleweave + inlay techniques



Scarves

Rugs

Tapestry technique Bauhaus



Rugs

Warp + weft faced

Tapestry technique



Virtual Summer Trip 2020
Seeing Red in Norwich

As we can’t go on our usual summer trips this year, we’ve devised a ‘virtual’ summer 
trip instead!  Use the links in this document to take you on a tour around our intended 
visit destination: the city of Norwich, rich in textile history.  Take the tour at your 
leisure; dip in and out as you wish.  And bear with us: this is our first attempt at such 
an epic! Enjoy!

Starting point:  Norwich Castle
Video – around 4 minutes: introduction 
to the Castle, narrated by Jon Hurt.  
Click here to watch:  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Uv
n6Ub5ERT0

Who were The Strangers?
Video – around 7 minutes: from the 
Norfolk Record Office, exploring the 
arrival of weavers from the Low 
Countries. Click here to watch:  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Hg
yDf634tc0

Madder in Tudor Norwich
Recording  - 47 minutes - of the Channel 4 
programme with Aviva Leigh and Professor Alice 
Roberts, exploring Tudor Norwich and dyeing 
with Madder. Click here to watch – you may need 
to register first to watch: 
https://www.channel4.com/programmes/britain
s-most-historic-towns/on-demand/66155-004

Finials from the Norwich Trail 
marker posts

FOR MORE - TURN OVER…



A virtual walk through 
Strangers Hall
Explore the inside of Strangers Hall 
and its fascinating history with 
Norwich 360 Panoramas.  Click 
here to start,  then follow  the 
instructions below:  
https://www.norwich360.com/pan
os/strangershall.html

How to navigate once on the 
website: follow the link indicated 
with the arrow, clicking where it 
says ‘CLICK HERE’. This gives you 
the ability to ‘move’ around the 
space by clicking on areas of the 
image e.g. the staircase. 

As you return to your starting point 
within the room, you will see 
ahead of you a VERY SMALL white 
pulsating dot with circles around it. 
Click on this to ‘move’ to the next 
room, go up the stairs, and so on.

Other panoramas to visit at 
Norwich360.com include Dragon’s 
Hall:   
https://www.norwich360.com/dra
gonhall.html?1

To Finish: Visit the National Trust Textile Conservation Studio 
in Norfolk in these two videos. Part 1 ( length: 7 minutes) 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DwQ1EeigDd4 and Part 2 (length: 
11 minutes)  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kkl4xNcA9_g


